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Abstract

Recent years have seen a rapid evolution in multi-core processor architectures. However, programming multi-core processors efficiently is a challenging endeavor [1], [2]. Either programmers empirically or ad hoc identify parallelization opportunities in their sequential code, then manually parallelize the implementation, or parallel programming paradigms (with appropriate tooling and support) must be employed to automate parallelization efforts. Despite encouraging efforts such as OpenMP [3] and OpenCL [4], we are far from automated parallelization.

Asynchronous Graph Programming (AGP) is a novel parallel paradigm that is amenable to automated parallelization for multi-core processors. However, its semantics are both foreign to most programmers, and too low-level to support software development at scale. Thus, this thesis explores the development of a cross-paradigm compiler, that can translate code in an imperative language (C) to AGP, allowing existing code-bases to be re-deployed and automatically parallelized, despite the semantics of their original language being sequential. Towards this, we define semantic transformations from (a sub-set of) C to AGP, and demonstrate the implementation of a compiler that implements those transformations. Our results show that it is indeed possible to transform C code into AGP code, and that transformed parallel implementations running on a multi-core system, for a suite of testing benchmarks,
outperform sequential code substantially.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Multi-Core Heterogeneous Architectures

Over the last years, the design of Multi-processor System-on-Chips has moved towards heterogeneous architectures [5]. A heterogeneous architecture is defined as an architecture where multiple types of cores with various attributes (such as Instruction Set Architectures, or clock frequencies) are merged together; They are generally comprised of two types of processors; A) general-purpose processors such as ARMs (called host cores), and B) special-purpose cores such as DSPs or GPUs (called accelerators).

For applications to be able to exploit the full potential of multi-core heterogeneous architectures, some directions are being pursued:

(i) New parallel programming paradigms

(ii) Automatic parallelization frameworks

Directive-based programming models are one of the new programming paradigms which are used for parallelization. In heterogeneous architectures, these paradigms
usually follow a host-centric approach in which compiler directives are used to indicate code sections that could be offloaded to accelerators. ([6])

The current programming practices require several manual steps for developers despite the effort to provide convenient programming paradigms. Among these manual steps, there are a few ones that are extremely time-consuming and error-prone processes. Some notable examples of the steps are identifying computationally intensive code sections, data dependency analysis, identifying parallelization opportunities, determining the target processor to execute a specific code region on, and implementing the optimized code. Thus, some frameworks have been introduced to automate these processes.

To run parallel programs or have multi-programmed workloads, a multicore system can be used. In this scenario, each core runs a different application than the other ones, and also the individual applications usually have nonidentical characteristics which makes using a multicore system even more useful. In 1990s, multicore processors had been introduced in order to improve the performance efficiency. By that time, chipmakers had realized that improving the performance of a single-core processor was becoming a challenging task since it was resulting in more power consumption, complexity, and an increased area [7].

1.2 Parallelization Strategies

Novel heterogeneous multicore adaptable software architectures are counted as reconfigurable and adaptable systems which are meant to guarantee tomorrow’s performance and power consumption [8]. However, current design practices, software frameworks,
programming languages, and hardware artifacts are not developed enough to support these systems as it might require evolving hardware [9], deployment across heterogeneous platforms [10], approximate computing [11], or performance-driven design [12]. To tackle these problems, some new strategies have been utilized. Among them, a graph-based programming paradigm, called Asynchronous Graph Programming, has been suggested. AGP and its associated model of computation have been introduced to implement reconfigurable, adaptable software across heterogeneous multi-core systems [13].

As multi-core architectures become prevalent, an increasing number of researching effort is focused on building compilers that uses multi-core computers in the most efficient way and automatic palatalization has been the main point of focus in the researches [14] [15]. In a nutshell, automatic parallelization means that a compiler takes an unaltered and unannotated sequential program and compiles it into a parallel program. The goal of parallelizing compilers is to reduce the number of computations in a program, reduce the storage usage, and most importantly recognize sections of the code that could be performed in parallel. However, all these improvements come at a cost: This makes it more challenging for a programmer to effectively utilize the parallelizing compilers as these types of compilers require more knowledge and effort from the programmer to master the language and the art of utilizing it. To minimize the learning curve of a new computing language, and increase the code reusability, portability, source-to-source compilation has been presented in recent years.
1.3 Contribution

In this thesis, we have introduce a C-to-AGP compiler which is taking C as a commonly-used programming language and will generate AGP code. The AGP project toolchain is comprised of four main steps which has been depicted in figure 1.1. The chc compiler generates executable following some certain transformation rules which we are not going to explain as it is outside the scope of this research. In the next step, the executable is deployed on processing hardware components (a many-core system). However, in this thesis, we focus on presenting a modern source-to-source translator which takes a text representation of a source program (C) and will output a parallel program (Asynchronous Graph Programming) and we are interested in choosing a programming language which is widely being used as AGP may not be known to developers. This method will be described in more detail in section 2.

Figure 1.1: AGP Project toolchain

The work done in the thesis presents an algorithm to translate the source program (C) to the destination programming model (AGP). Then it will investigate parts of the code that could be parallelized and will describe strategies to convert loops, recursive functions, and so on, to corresponding instruction in the AGP programming model. Converting C to AGP, allows us to take existing code bases and generate automatic parallelization. Since we are utilizing from AGP model and the rest of the AGP project toolchain (i.e. the AGP-to-manycore compiler), the entire source
code is being parallelized under the hood without programs being worried about parallelization. Hence, the sequential C codes can benefit from parallelization and be run on a many-core heterogeneous architecture. Next, we show the output result of our compiler for a sample C code and three main benchmarks. Finally, the similarity between the generated outputs from the compiler will be compared with the expected output based on the algorithm.

Similar to what other parallelizing compilers have offered so far, our compiler is also widely usable in parallelizing research and shared memory systems as it can compile a sequential code. Specifically, in this thesis:

- we have built a compiler that takes C and outputs AGP.
- we have presented an algorithm for such a translation
- we empirically evaluate the code’s output from the compiler with the results from our algorithm.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes Asynchronous Graph Programming (AGP) model which is also the output of our Compiler. Chapter 3 describes the related works that has been done in the field, to place our contribution in perspective. Chapter 4 presents our algorithm which translates one language to another. chapter 5 presents our results and discusses those results in context. Finally, in chapter 6 we conclude this thesis and highlight future possible works in this field.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Modern Multi-Core Processors

Modern multi-core processors (e.g. dual-core, quad-core, etc.) have shown a massive improvement in executing parallel applications; A general scheme of multi-core processors has been shown in figure 2.1 where two CPUs are connected to a same piece of memory. This multi-core architecture works perfectly fine when we have two programs that are completely independent of one another. An example of these independent applications is shown in figure 2.1 (a), where for example two separate applications (Zoom and a web browser) are running in parallel on each CPU. Conversely, executing a single giant and complicated program on such multi-core architecture for achieving a faster execution time is still an open problem (figure 2.1 (b)); In other words, how to efficiently parallelize a single program (parallelizing the code) is not fully solved.
2.2 Parallelizing Compiler

A novel parallelizing compiler chc (publicly available here\(^1\)) is a first step toward parallelizing the code; The compiler aims to be used in a multi-core or distributed systems and it compiles a recently proposed programming model (Asynchronous Graph Programming) which we’ll refer to it as AGP in the next chapters. In summary, AGP differs from existing languages in that it can be easily parallelized. Since AGP is not a publicly-known language, proposing a compiler to translate a widely-used language to AGP would be efficient to utilize the parallelizing features of AGP. The work done in this thesis has presented a source-to-source translation from an imperative language (like C language) to AGP (the source language of the chc compiler).

In the following, the source language to the chc compiler (AGP) will be introduced.

\(^1\)https://github.com/paulofrgarcia-carleton/chc-public-release
2.3 AGP Programming Model

Asynchronous Graph Programming (AGP) [16] is a novel programming model in which a program has been defined by a directed graph. With having useful features, AGP is not considered a user-programmed language; Alternatively, it accounts for an intermediate representation that other compilers could generate code in. The nodes in the graph hold data that can be of different types: They could be a special input or output of a subgraph (i.e. just like function arguments and function return values), or they could represent an operation on data (e.g. arithmetic, logical, relational, conditional), or an expansion node which is used for subgraph calls with special values. AGP follows a single-assignment expression meaning that only one value can be assigned to a node and for each assignment, an individual node should be constructed. Edges in the graph show the data transmission from one node to another. This also tells how nodes are dependent on one another and could have 0 to n number of dependents.

AGP can be evaluated asynchronously and yet guaranteeing the correct results when being executed. Hence, the order in which consecutive sequential instructions being executed on multiple evaluation threads or processes do not matter in AGP.

AGP is recognized as a programming model which has few instructions that suffice the execution of a program. The AGP instruction set is listed in table 2.1. All of the instructions have a list of inputs to perform a specific task. The number of inputs for an instruction varies; OPERATOR instruction, for example, takes four inputs which are the result of an operation node, the type of an operation, first and second operand respectively. Types of operators for OPERATOR instruction has shown in table 2.2. On the other hand, the inputs to another instruction such as EXPAND is arbitrary such that its inputs are the name of the subgraph to be called and a special operator
for mapping each input and output to their corresponding inputs and outputs in the callee subgraph (Table 2.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBGRAPH</td>
<td>defines a new subgraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATUM</td>
<td>defines a new variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT</td>
<td>defines a new input for a subgraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT</td>
<td>defines an output of a subgraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONST</td>
<td>defines a new constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPAND</td>
<td>is used to call a subgraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATOR</td>
<td>is used to perform an operator on two nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMINATE</td>
<td>is used to terminate outputs of a subgraph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: AGP Instruction Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op_PLUS</td>
<td>is used to add two nodes’ value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_MINUS</td>
<td>is used to subtract two nodes’ value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_TIMES</td>
<td>is used to multiply two nodes’ value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_IF</td>
<td>constructs an if statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_ELSE</td>
<td>constructs an else statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_ISEQUAL</td>
<td>is used to check if two nodes’ value are equal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_ISLESS</td>
<td>is used to check if a node’s value is less than the other one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_GREATER</td>
<td>is used to check if a node’s value is greater than the other one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Inputs of OPERATOR instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAP_IN</td>
<td>is used to map an input to a corresponding node in the caller subgraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP_OUT</td>
<td>is used to map an output to a corresponding node in the caller subgraph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Inputs of EXPAND instruction

To realize how AGP works, we will show what AGP consists of using a few examples. AGP is said to be a procedural programming paradigm in a way that it consist of routines and subroutines which are meant to be called during the execution of a
program. In AGP, these subroutines are called *subgraphs* and are shown in listing 2.1; As it can be seen, subgraphs take names which defines what the subgraph should be called. This is almost similar to what other general-purpose languages are using to define subroutines with no parameters passed to a subgraph and no return value being different. Alternatively, an individual instruction is being used to define any possible parameter passed to and also being returned from a subgraph. This is illustrated in listing 2.1 where foo subgraph takes x as an input and will output equivalent result (*INPUT* and *OUTPUT* instructions respectively). The *DATUM* instruction is being used to declare the variables *x* and *result*.

```agp
1 SUBGRAPH(foo)
2   DATUM(x);
3   INPUT(x);
4   DATUM(result);
5   OUTPUT(result);
6 SUBGRAPH(main)
```

Source Code 2.1: Defining SUBGRAPHS in AGP

### 2.3.1 Arithmetic Operators in AGP

Arithmetic operators are supported in AGP. However, currently, AGP accepts integer values and will only operate on them. The available and supported arithmetic operators are Addition, Subtraction, and Multiplication. Listing 2.2 shows the equivalent AGP code for mathematical expression:

\[
result = (x - 1) + (x + 1) + (x \ast 1)
\]
This example will show some of the important features AGP has. AGP can only take two operands at a time and perform operations on them. Moreover, AGP does not support multiple assignments meaning that the variables can only be used once. So in the following example, the addition of $x - 1$ and $x + 1$ cannot be put in $\text{result}$ and the old value of $\text{result}$ be used again to be added to $x \times 1$. Instead, a new DATUM node such as $\text{temp}$ should be created to hold the result of $x - 1$ and $x + 1$.

```
1 SUBGRAPH(calculateSum)
2    DATUM(x);
3    INPUT(x);
4    DATUM(result);
5    OUTPUT(result);
6    CONST(one,1);
7    DATUM(xminus1);
8    DATUM(xplus1);
9    DATUM(xtimes1);
10   DATUM(temp);
11   OPERATOR(xminus1,op_MINUS,x,one);
12   OPERATOR(xplus1,op_PLUS,x,one);
13   OPERATOR(xtimes1,op_TIMES,x,one);
14   OPERATOR(temp,op_PLUS,xminus1,xplus1);
15   OPERATOR(result,op_PLUS,temp,xtimes1);
```

Source Code 2.2: Arithmetic Operators in AGP
2.3.2 Relational Operators in AGP

AGP also supports relational operators which includes equality, greater than and less than operations. These behaviour is shown in listing 2.3.

```plaintext
1 SUBGRAPH(foo)
2    DATUM(x);
3    INPUT(x);
4    CONST(zero,0);
5    DATUM(xis0);
6    DATUM(xgreater0);
7    DATUM(xless0);
8    OPERATOR(xis0,op_ISEQUAL,x,zero);
9    OPERATOR(xgreater0,op_ISGREATER,x,zero);
10   OPERATOR(xless0,op_ISLESS,x,zero);
```

Source Code 2.3: Relational Operators in AGP

2.3.3 Conditional Statements in AGP

Conditional statements are vital to any program, to control the flow of the program depending whether or not given expressions are satisfied. Like other general-purpose languages, AGP also possesses if and else statements. Listing 2.4, shows the equivalent AGP code for if else statement such as:

\[ \text{if}(x == 0) y = 1 \text{else} y = 2 \text{return} y; \]

```plaintext
1 SUBGRAPH(foo)
2    DATUM(x);
```
```plaintext
INPUT(x);
DATUM(y);
OUTPUT(y);
CONST(zero,0);
CONST(one,1);
CONST(two,2);
DATUM(xis0);
DATUM(resulttrue);
DATUM(resultfalse);
OPERATOR(xis0,op_ISEQUAL,x,zero);
OPERATOR(resulttrue,op_IF,xis0,one);
OPERATOR(resultfalse,op_ELSE,xis0,two);
OPERATOR(y,op_MERGE,resulttrue,resultfalse);
```

Source Code 2.4: Conditional Statements in AGP

In line 13, if xis0 equals to 1 (i.e. that the condition is true), one will be assigned to resulttrue node. Otherwise, (xis0 is 0 which means the condition is false) and therefore, two will be assigned to resultfalse node (line 14). The last line shows a MERGE operation which is the most important instruction in if else statements where it eventually choose one of the results over another.

### 2.3.4 Subgraph Calls in AGP

Any subgraphs in the AGP program would be considered pointless if they are never invoked. Therefore, an instruction to call a subgraph has been defined in AGP; As shown in listing 2.5, EXPAND is used to call the foo subgraph with MAP_IN and MAP_OUT as a function to map each individual input and outputs of the subgraph.

13
with the corresponding node in the caller subgraph respectively. As a result, in the following example, $x$ in the foo subgraph will be replace by $foo_{in}$ which is 5 and the output node in foo subgraph will be transmitted to $foo_{out}$ in the main subgraph.

```plaintext
1 SUBGRAPH(foo)
2   DATUM(x);
3   INPUT(x);
4   DATUM(y);
5   OUTPUT(y);
6   CONST(one,1);
7   OPERATOR(y,op_PLUS,x,one);

8 SUBGRAPH(main)
9   CONST(foo_in,5);
10  DATUM(foo_out);
11  EXPAND(foo,MAP_IN(x,fact_in);MAP_OUT(y,foo_out););
12  OUTPUT(foo_out);
```

Source Code 2.5: Subgraph Calls in AGP

We have provided an example to illustrate what an AGP program looks like (Listing 2.6). The output of the foo subgraph is the result of merge in line 7. *Merge* is used to combine the result of if and else statement which eventually choose one result over the other. *Result_true* happens when $x$ is equal to one. It is worth mentioning that the result of equality of $x$ and zero will be put into another node and that explains why AGP is a single assignment language. On the other hand, *result_false* occurs when $x$ is anything other than zero.

During the execution of a program, nodes can be constructed, unconstructed or
destroyed; A node is said to be constructed if all their dependencies have been constructed, unconstructed if their corresponding value has not yet been computed, or destroyed if it can never be constructed. For example, in an If-Else statement, which is a boolean test, one of these nodes (if or else node) is destroyed based on the if condition. Such behaviour can be seen in figure 2.2b where if node will be destroyed as its condition is not satisfied. As the result of a destruction, all the subgraphs that depend on the destroyed data, will also be pruned and the nodes and subgraphs dependent to the other node will be constructed. Merge is another special operation which combines the result of parallel paths and put the result into a new node, and the value of which is the value of the first constructed operands (figure 2.2c).

Figure 2.2: Visual representation of the foo graph and its evaluation. a: initial (compile time) graph. b: evaluation for input $x = 2$ after one step; c: evaluation after two steps

```
subgraph(foo)
  node x <- input;
```
3  node result <- output;
4  node xis0 <- (== x 0);
5  node result_true <- (if xis0 1);
6  node result_false <- (else xis0 0);
7  node result <- merge result_true result_false;
8  output <- result;

Source Code 2.6: "foo" function highlighting some aspects of AGP. Pseudo-syntax for legibility.

2.4 Conclusion

The AGP programming model has been shown to have features that make it suitable to be used in parallelizing compilers; Since AGP is mostly considered as an intermediate representation, it’s preferable to provide a compiler for such a programming model that can convert any general-purpose and widely-used language to AGP. In this thesis, we will introduce a compiler (source-to-source translator) from an imperative language (C) to AGP. The chosen source language could have been anything else; however, for the purpose of this research, we have chosen C since it has more similarity to AGP and therefore can be compiled to it straightforwardly. The intermediate representation (AGP) will then be forwarded to the chc compiler to compile the graph programming model to a stack-based structure. The validity and correct execution of the generated code has then been evaluated using a simulator. However, the post-operations performed on AGP are beyond the scope of this research; instead we focus on how to generate AGP code so that it can be exploited in further research studies.
Chapter 3

Literature Review

In recent years, the proliferation in the number of processing elements has made parallel programming models and parallelizing compilers a famous approach in designing embedded devices (often heterogeneous), many-core and multi-core processors, and distributed systems comprised of thousands of interconnected processors. In this chapter, we will initially explain some of the existing parallel programming models which have been extensively used for parallelization; then, we will investigate some of the source-to-source parallelizing compilers, and will highlight their unique and striking features.

3.1 Parallelizing Compilers

A “parallelizing compiler” is typically a compiler that finds parallelism in a sequential program and generates appropriate code for a parallel computer [17]. The aim of parallelizing compilers is to increase the efficiency of a program by recognizing the segments of the code which has the potential to be parallelizable (e.g. explicitly parallel language constructs, such as array assignments or parallel loops). Facilities
offered by these compilers make shared memory parallel programming extremely easy since all programmers need to do is to use a parallelizing compiler and they will have a correct parallel program. The process of generating a parallel code would take sophisticated compiler analysis. In order to alleviate this process, some parallelizing compilers have been introduced. These compilers could help in automating some of the code analysis techniques, and their ultimate goal is to generate an optimized and parallel code which eventually will be executed on a target architecture. Before we go through parallelizing compilers, we are going to explore some of the parallel programming models which have been used as a source/destination of these compilers.

3.2 Parallel Programming Models

As we explained earlier, a programming model is an abstraction provided by the hardware to programmers and it determines how easily programmers can specify their algorithms into computation tasks that the hardware understands, and how efficiently those tasks can be executed by the hardware. [7].

There are programming models for both uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems. The focus on this chapter is on the programming models for multiprocessor systems amongst which two major programming models that are widely used are shared memory and message passing. In a shared memory model, parallel tasks (i.e. Tasks which are running independently from others and are being executed on various processors) can have access any location of the memory and as a result the communication between them is through reading and writing common memory locations. In a message passing model, the parallel tasks have their own piece of memory, which other tasks cannot access. Hence, in order to communicate with each other, tasks should send messages
to each other. [18], [19].

Although many parallel programming models exist, we only highlight some of those that are popular and have been using in designing parallel architectures. One of the most popular directive-driven programming models to write shared-memory parallel programs is OpenMP, which provides a simple and flexible interface for developing parallel applications ( [20], [3] ). OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) is another programming paradigm. It is an application programming interface (API) that supports shared memory programming. C/C++ and Fortran are currently supported programming languages by OpenMP. The OpenMP standard has a set of compiler directives with which programmers can express parallelism to a compiler that supports OpenMP. The compiler then replaces these directives into code that calls library routines or reads environment variables that eventually influence the run-time behavior of the program. OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is another popular parallel programming models which provides a common language, programming interfaces, and hardware abstractions which is enabling developers to accelerate applications with task-parallel or data-parallel computations in a heterogeneous multi-core architectures ( [21][4] ). One of the other programming models is Compute Unified Device Architecture (known as CUDA) which is an extension to the C language that allows GPU code to be written in regular C and the code is either targeted for the host processor (CPU) or the device processor (GPU) [22]. These were only some of the famous parallel programming models that have widely being used. However, a numerous efforts and research revolves around designing a new parallel programming paradigms to make the best out of parallelism. Having said that, our new programming model (AGP) have also been introduced and proved to be a suitable paradigm which can be used in many-core, multi-core, and heterogeneous architectures.
These programming models act as a bridge between programmers and parallel architectures. [23] and many of them can be utilized to meet specific criteria such as performance in heterogeneous many-core architectures. Although parallel programming approaches such as OpenMP [3] and OpenCL [4] have emerged to help programmers to exploit parallelism in multi-core processors, they still require programmers to identify the potential parallelizable regions in their code and apply a parallel programming model to the selected regions. This is a non-trivial task which requires the programmer to have thorough knowledge of the parallel programming model and the target architecture [24]. For example, in a directive-based parallel programming model such as OpenMP, the main critical issue is that feasible parallelizable regions (e.g., loops) needs to be addressed by programmers. Consequently, to address these problems and to make the most out of parallelism, one of the methods which has been using is the source-to-source compilation. By translating the code in one of those programming models to another, code reusability, programmability, portability, and performance will be increased. Simultaneously, the learning curve of a new computing language will be reduced.

In the following, we will explore some existing code translation techniques between parallel programming models on heterogeneous many-core architectures. We will then introduce our novel code translator which translates a C code to AGP (which is a parallel programming model has been described in detail in [16]).
3.3 Code Translation Between Programming Models

As we explained earlier, source-to-source compilation between programming models assists developers not to worry about the challenges such as knowing the target architecture, dealing with fundamentals of parallel programming such as data dependencies, load balancing, synchronization and race condition required by some of the sophisticated parallel programming models. High-level programming frameworks, such as OpenMP, have been proposed to alleviate the difficulties of parallel programming. Yet, there is evidence that novice parallel programmers make common mistakes that may lead to performance degradation or unexpected program behavior [25].

Some of the code translations between parallel programming models on heterogeneous many-core architectures is trying to support the developers ([26], [27], [25]) or to provide automatic parallelization ([28], [29]). For example, authors in [25] have presented a cognitive parallel programming assistant (PAPA) which aims at educating and assisting novice parallel programmers to avoid common OpenMP mistakes.

3.3.1 CUDA Compilers

Some research has been done to design a parallelizing compiler that outputs CUDA. As we mentioned earlier, CUDA (developed by NVIDIA) provides a multi-threaded parallel programming model which enables writing scalable parallel programs using a straightforward extension of the C language [30]. Although CUDA offers a bunch of features which has been facilitating implementations of general-purpose computations on GPUs, the manual development of high-performance CUDA code still requires a large amount of effort from programmers. Hence, the automatic code translation
from sequential input programs into CUDA, would not let the programmers bothering themselves to learn CUDA, plus benefiting from what CUDA offers.

The researches in [31], [32], [33] and [34] have generated a source-to-source compiler which converts sequential codes to CUDA. The works done in these researches have tried to benefit from parallelism in different ways, including code generation for the parallelization of imperfectly nested loops, disambiguation of pointers which could hinder automatic parallelization, or presenting a new algorithm to exploit memory hierarchy. In order for manufacturers to invest largely in CUDA codes and yet take advantage of wider deployment opportunities afforded by OpenCL, a compiler to transfer CUDA to OpenCL (and vice versa) has been introduced. The authors in [35] have introduced a translator which translates the code from CUDA to OpenCL and from OpenCL to CUDA by identifying the similarities and differences between these two programming models. Authors in [36], have implemented an automated CUDA-to-OpenCL source-to-source translator (CU2CL) which enables portability of CUDA software to platforms that are not supported by CUDA.

### 3.3.2 Optimization Compilers

Other code translation methods have focused on optimization and reducing programming barrier. Some of these programming barriers has been identified in [37] and [38]. For example, Ueng et al. [37] introduced a translator whose aim is to relieve programmers of the burden of dealing with the complex memory hierarchy of CUDA; CUDA-Lite is an enhancement tool to CUDA which takes a program that has been parallelized for CUDA using only global memory and outputs a CUDA code with explicit memory-type declarations.

When programming in CUDA, some of the barriers programmers face are explicitly
managing data transfer between the host memory and various components of the GPU memory, and also to manually optimize the utilization of the GPU memory. Authors in [38] have developed HiCUDA (high-level CUDA) which is a directive-based language for programming NVIDIA GPUs and aims to alleviate the tasks mentioned above in a simple manner, and directly to the original sequential code by providing high-level abstractions.

Apricot [39] is another optimizing compiler which aim to minimize developer effort. Apricot is a compiler for x86-compatible many-core coprocessors and it assists programmers by performing strategies such as offloading some of the code regions to coprocessors at runtime based on a cost model that the authors have developed, as well as minimizing the data communication overhead and improving performance by applying a set of optimization techniques. Moreover, the Apricot compiler automatically inserts LEO (Language Extensions for Offload) clauses for parallelizable code regions. Although Apricot covers simple pointers and arrays, it lacks supporting nested arrays and structures of pointers.

Authors in [40] have presented a compiler framework from OpenMP to General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU). In order to have an automatic source-to-source translation, the authors have used several strategies that will result in a conversion from the loop-level parallelism of OpenMP into the data parallelism model of CUDA. Like many other compilers introduced, this compiler aims at offering an easier programming model for general computing on GPGPUs, as well as transformation techniques for efficient GPU global memory access.
3.3.3 Adaptation Compilers

The CUDA programming model has limited programmers to write specialized code which only executes on certain GPU devices. This is considered undesirable, as the application aimed to be written in a data-parallel language for GPU cannot be effectively parallelized across multiple CPU cores. In order to address this issue, a number of compilers have been introduced. These compilers are trying to adapt CUDA or OpenCL programming model to multi-core CPUs.

CUDA programming model has proven effective in programming GPUs. One of the compilers that falls into the category of adaptation compilers is MCUDA. MCUDA [41] is a framework which allows CUDA programs to be executed efficiently on shared memory, multi-core CPUs by operating some transformation techniques such as transforming a thread block into a serial function or replicating thread-local data. Diamos et al. [42] designed a dynamic compiler from PTX to Multi-core x86 CPUs (Ocelot) which maps the explicitly data parallel execution model used by NVIDIA CUDA applications onto diverse multi-threaded platforms. MCUDA and Ocelot are similar as they allow for CUDA kernels to be run on CPUs. However, Ocelot takes the approach of performing translations on lower-level byte-codes.

3.4 Conclusion

In this section, several compilers have been introduced; these source-to-source compilers have designed to optimize programmability, portability, and performance. Moreover, some of them aimed to minimize the learning curve of a new computing language as writing codes using lower-level programming models such as CUDA is a burden for application scientists.
In this thesis, we have designed a new compiler that translates an imperative language (C) to a programming model (AGP). AGP is a programming model that has been described in section 2.3. The compiler takes a C code as an input and will output AGP code which will then be benefited from the features of the parallelization that AGP offers. Just like many of the proposed compilers so far, our compiler minimize the burden of learning a new language (AGP) for programmers and will benefit from all the parallelization features of the AGP.
Chapter 4

Implementation

In this chapter, we will propose an algorithm for a translator that takes a C code and will output an AGP programming model. Before introducing the algorithm, it is important to show that not all features of C code are translatable to AGP. In the following, we will point out the characteristic in the source language and will study whether they are supported in the destination language and if so, what would be the equivalent instruction.

4.1 AGP Semantics

In this section, the semantics of AGP will be introduced. As mentioned in section 2.3, AGP is not a user-programmed language meaning that it can be used within compilers as an intermediate representation; other popular programming languages can be compiled into AGP and will benefit from the features it provides. In the following, we will cover how AGP works.

A FUNCTION in C can output modified data in three different ways; local
variables, global variables or pointers. In AGP, however, they are all referred to as an OUTPUT. Whether a function is writing to a global variable, or writing to an address pointed by a pointer, or simply returning a value, it all can be translated as a data being transferred from one place to another and the OUTPUT suffices in AGP to satisfy each possible return value in C. A subgraph must have at least one output and cannot be of void type. The same applies for function parameters which could be actual/global variables and pointers; An INPUT is used to represent all of the function parameters.

Source Code 4.1: Local

function foo
  (x)
  return (x*2)
endFunction

Source Code 4.2: Global

function foo()
  return (*x)*2
endFunction

Source Code 4.3: Pointer

function foo(*x)
  return (*x)*2
endFunction

In listing [4.1 - 4.3], three ways of outputting a variable in C have been shown. Listing 4.1 doubles and returns the input locally. In the global example (4.2), the foo function does not take an input and instead it doubles a global variable and returns that. Listing 4.3, however, will get the address of a variable and and will double it in that specific address. All of these three ways of outputting the variable in C, will be translated as OUTPUT statement in AGP. In other word, in AGP, a datum is passed from one place to another place.

**LOOPS:** The traditional for and while loops are absent from AGP. Before going into the conversion of loops in AGP, we need to figure out how many types of loops we have:
**Data Parallel Loop** where no data is being reused and the loop is just for traversing something (e.g. the array). For converting these types of loops to an AGP code, a method called loop unrolling is being used. This is shown in listing 4.4 where the for loop can be unrolled and a set of multiple data parallel statements will be replaced to perform the same functionality.

\[
\text{array}[0] = \text{array}[0] + 1 \\
\text{array}[1] = \text{array}[1] + 1 \\
\ldots \\
\text{array}[N] = \text{array}[N] + 1
\]

In the example of matrix multiplication which consists of three nested for loops, the resultant matrix which is the product of two matrices, could be computed with parallel additions and multiplications. Hence, matrix multiplication falls into the data parallel loop category.

**Processing Loop**: in this type of loop, the same memory location is being used
to do some computations. In other words, the computation which is done in the next iteration of the loop is dependent on the current iteration of the loop. So as it is shown in listing 4.5, the foo function is supposed to return the sum from 0 to i; The while loop iteration is completely dependent to the value of i. Therefore, the computations are not going to be parallelized due to reusing of the same memory (acc) in the next iterations of the loop. We will see shortly that this types of loops have the potential to be rewritten as a recursive function; Little further in this chapter when explaining the conversion algorithm from C to AGP, we will show that the conversion of recursive functions in C to an equivalent code in AGP is straightforward and well-supported.

One of the features of AGP is that it is single assignment meaning that variables could not be reused and we are not allowed to re-assign a new value to an existed variable. Instead, we should define a new variable and put the updated value in the newly-defined variable. The reason for that is that unlike C language which is a multiple assignment language, AGP is a single assignment language. For example, for the $x++$ statement in C, there should be two variables ($x_1$ and $x_2$) where $x_1$ posses the current value of $x$ and $x_2$ will store the new value of $x$. ($x_2 = x_1 + 1$)

To convert an array in C to AGP, each element of an array would be counted as a single variable definition. So an array $arr$ of size 4 ($arr[4]$), as an example, would be considered as four individual variable definition ($arr[0], arr[1], arr[2], arr[3]$). Later on we will see how variable definitions in C are converted to AGP code.

```c
function foo (x)

if (x%2 == 0)
```
y = 1
else
    y = 0
endIf

return y
endFunction

Source Code 4.6: if else statement

There is no if/else statement in AGP. Instead there is a MERGE operator which merges the results of either an if or else statement in a node. In listing 4.6, y is the output of the function which will eventually be either 0 or 1; An equivalent statement in AGP, is a MERGE operator with y being 1 (if statement’s result) or 0 (else statement’s result). The C switch statement which does the same as multiple if/else statements, can obey from the same rule in AGP. The exact instruction for if/else statement will be shown in C to AGP algorithm.

Each function call in C could be converted to an equivalent EXPAND instruction in AGP. AGP also allows to have a recursive function call by expanding a subgraph into it self with its own name. When using EXPAND instruction, name of the subgraph to be called, mapping of inputs and outputs should be specified. The exact instruction for a function call will be shown in C to AGP algorithm.
4.2 Compiler Process

The whole process of translating input C code to the AGP has been shown in figure 4.1. The C code initially goes through a pre-processing step where it checks the code only contains the data structures and control flow statements which are supported by AGP. Although this step has been shown in compiler process, the process of checking this would take great amount of language processing which is beyond the scope of this thesis. So we will assume that the input C code only contains supported structures in AGP (e.g. no pointers, structs, unions, etc.). The next step is scanning which is the process of tokenizing an input stream of characters, and analyzing whether all lexical rules have been respected. Tokens in a language are the basic components of that language such as keywords, separators, identifiers, etc. Tokenization is the process of taking an input text and transforming it into stream of tokens. Tokenizing, however, is transforming each individual string to one token. So we tokenized those strings in the C codes through the process of tokenization. Then, by having the stream of tokens, the parser organizes them using grammar rules (syntax). Next is the semantic analyzer which primarily checks whether the code contains an errors such as function/variable re-declaration, variable assignments which has not been defined and so on. Finally, should it be no errors found in semantic analyzer step, the code will output an AGP code by going through the intermediate representation generator. This would be the major step of the compiler process which should be accurate on generating the exact same code as expected.
4.3 C to AGP Translator

Throughout this section, we will introduce an algorithm for conversion of C to AGP in step-by-step manner. The translation algorithm would be much understandable if we explain how each line of C program is translated to corresponding AGP instruction. Hence, throughout the rest of this chapter, examples in C program and the corresponding AGP has been illustrated.

In Algorithm 1, a simple C function is shown. We have divided a simple C program into three various blocks. An if/else block which controls the flow of the program. A data parallel loop (while or for loop), and processing loop.

The idea is to eventually reach to a potential (recursive) function without any
Algorithm 1 Simple C Program

1: function SAMPLE(input)                      \( \triangleright \) if/else block
2: if (if condition) then
3:   else
4:   end if
5: \( \triangleright \) a possible data parallel loop
6: for (init; condition; increment) do
7:   end for
8: \( \triangleright \) a possible processing loop
9: while (while condition) do
10:  end while
11: end function

arrays, pointers, etc which only has if/else statements that controls the flow of the
program. To achieve this, we will follow the bellow steps:

First, we will evaluate the loops in a C program. As explained in section 4.1, we
will decide whether the loop is a data-parallel or a processing loop.

A) If it is a processing loop, it has the potential to be rewritten as a recursive function.
If that will be satisfied, then we will have a converted recursive function with at least
one if/else statement, which is our ultimate goal. Otherwise, we will check whether
we can unroll the loop (proceeding to step B).

B) On the other hand, if the loop proves to be a data parallel loop, a loop unrolling
will help nullifying it and will result in parallel statements being executed in AGP.

4.4 Algorithm to Convert C to AGP

After knowing what AGP supports and understanding its the preliminary rules, we
could go through the algorithm to convert C to AGP. We assume that we have
a function with zero to multiple if/else statements, variable assignment, variable
declaration, and no loops (not supported in our current implementation) which will
take at least one input and will output at least one value. Now, we can convert the C statements to equivalent AGP statement by following the rules mentioned below.

- **Function Declaration**

1. Convert each function to subgraph by writing:

   ```
   SUBGRAPH(name_of_the_subgraph);
   ```

   Figure 4.2 shows how a function declaration looks like in AGP semantics.

   Figure 4.2: Function Declaration in AGP semantics

2. For each function input, use a *DATUM* to define the parameter and an *INPUT* to make the parameter to be known as an input. If the C function takes an array of size $n$ as its input, there should be $n$ DATUM and INPUT statement defined for each element of the array.

   ```
   DATUM(name_of_the_first_input);
   INPUT(name_of_the_first_input);
   ```
3. AGP can have multiple but not zero outputs. Similar to function input, an output is utilized to represent return statement in C language.

```plaintext
datum(name_of_the_first_output);
output(name_of_the_first_output);
```

- **Variable Declaration**

4. C variable declaration will be converted to `DATUM` in AGP.

```plaintext
datum(name_of_the_variable);
```

- **Variable Initialization and Variable Assignment**

5. C variable initialization will be converted to either `CONST` or a series of `OPERATOR` instructions if there is a mathematical expression (not a single value is assigned to the variable).

```plaintext
const(name_of_the_variable, value);
```

6. The keyword `OPERATOR` is used for any operation in AGP. The syntax is similar to that of three-address machines in assembly language.

```plaintext
operator(resultant, op_name, first_operand, second_operand);
```

Figure 4.3 shows how relational and arithmetic operations look like in AGP semantics.

Arithmetic operators defined in AGP so far are addition, subtraction, and multiplication. The following statements are the AGP syntax for these three operators respectively:

- `operator(resultant, op.PLUS, first_operand, second_operand);`
- `operator(resultant, op.MINUS, first_operand, second_operand);`
Similarly, the existing relational operators are equality, greater than and less than. That would be sufficient to convert any relational operator in C to AGP. In the cases where there are operators such as greater equal (\( \geq \)) or less equal (\( \leq \)), another instruction of `op.PLUS` or `op.MINUS` could be added to satisfy the expression assuming the only data type which is supported by AGP is integer.

- `OPERATOR(resultant, op.ISEQUAL, first_operand, second_operand);`
- `OPERATOR(resultant, op.ISGREATER, first_operand, second_operand);`
- `OPERATOR(resultant, op.ISLESS, first_operand, second_operand);`

Listing 4.7 has illustrated the equivalent AGP instruction for function declaration, variable declaration, variable initialization, function return statement, and variable assignment respectively.
• If/Else Statement

The only conditional operators in AGP is if/else statement. Having said that, a switch case in C should initially be converted to nested C if/else statements. Then, it could be replaced with the following statements:

- OPERATOR(If_result, op_IF, if_condition_true, value);
- OPERATOR(else_result, op_ELSE, if_condition_false, value);

if_condition_true or if_condition_false will be obtained from any relational expressions described above.

Merge operation is used to unify the result of IF and ELSE statement together. Since there is no sequential operation in AGP, IF and ELSE statements are being processed concurrently.

- OPERATOR(final_if/else_result, op_MERGE, if_result, else_result);

Figure 4.4 shows how if/else statement looks like in AGP semantics.

An example of if/else translation has been shown in listing 4.8. Line 11 calculates the relational statement and will put the result in xis1 node. Then in line 12 and 13, result_true and result_false node will be initialized based on the value of xis1. Finally, in the last line, the value of y will be determined by merging the result of if/else statement.

• Function Calls

7. Function call will be achieved by EXPAND statement in AGP:
- EXPAND(*function’s name*),

  MAP\_IN(callee\_variable\_name , caller\_variable\_name);

  MAP\_OUT(callee\_variable\_name , caller\_variable\_name));

For each parameter in callee subgraph, a MAP\_IN() would be required. Similarly, multiple MAP\_OUT() would be required for each of the output node in the callee subgraph. The name of the INPUT/OUTPUT variables in caller subgraph can be similar to their counterparts in callee subgraph.

Figure 4.5 shows how calling a subgraph looks like in AGP semantics.

An example of function calls translation has been shown in listing 4.9. We could
see that in line 13, EXPAND operation has been used to demonstrate a function call. The input of EXPAND statement is foo which is the callee subgraph’s name, followed by mapping of the inputs (i, the input node of foo subgraph, will be replaced by x), and mapping of the outputs (j, the output node of foo subgraph, will put its value in node j).

- **Recursive Function Calls**

8. The recursive function call is slightly different from a usual function call with respect to the way \textit{MAP.IN} and \textit{MAP.OUT} are determined. The expansion instruction is as before. However, there should be a strategy to control the function call; Otherwise, it will be stuck in an infinite loop where a selected function will be called infinitely.

While mapping the inputs, \textit{caller_variable_name} (in the above EXPAND instruction) should be replaced with a new constructed node (\textit{new_node}).

The \textit{new_node} will be constructed based on the if condition result and the reason for that is to update the input of a subgraph expansion call to avoid any infinite
loop in the code. The new instruction is as follows:

- `OPERATOR(new_node, op_IF, if_condition_result, new_value);`
  
or

- `OPERATOR(new_node, op_ELSE, if_condition_result, new_value);`

The `new_value` in the above instruction is the result of a relational expression. This will be better explained when we provide an example of a recursive function such as factorial. We have shown that in listing 4.10.

For mapping the outputs, `callee_variable_name` (in the above EXPAND instruction) should be updated with `output` node. This means that the final result of a function call should be the exact output node of the caller function. For this to be realized, the return value of a function should be found and be used in EXPAND instruction.

- `EXPAND(function’s_name,`

  `MAP_IN(callee_variable_name, caller_variable_name);`

  `MAP_OUT(OUTPUT_NODE, caller_variable_name););`

An example of a recursive function call (factorial) has been shown in listing 4.10. Fact function is being called with a new argument \((x - 1)\) which then would result in a new node in AGP (Line 21-22 in listing 4.10 (b)). Line 21 calculates \(x - 1\) and will put it in `xminus1` node. However, this node will not be directly mapped into `MAP_IN` of the EXPANSION node; To control the number of times the fact function is being called, a node `xminus1cond` will be constructed which accepts the result of `xminus1` node only if \(x\) is greater than zero. Afterwards, `xminus1cond` node will be mapped into EXPAND instruction.
While mapping the function output nodes, it is important to find the return value of a function and then map the result into the output node. Therefore, node \texttt{result} in \texttt{MAP\_OUT} function of (line 19 of listing 4.10 (b)), has been updated with the name of the output node of callee subgraph (line 20).

- \textbf{Return Statement}

9. To illustrate the return statement in C, a \texttt{TERMINATE} statement in AGP has been conducted to exit the program. This is how the syntax in AGP works.

\begin{verbatim}
- DATUM(result);
- TERMINATE(result, output_list);
\end{verbatim}

The output list is the entire outputs in the main subgraph that should be terminated when they are processed and quantified.

\begin{verbatim}
int foo (int x) {
    int y; ◦ Variable Declaration
    int m = 1; ◦ Variable Initialization
    y = x + 1; ◦ Variable Assignment
    return y; ◦ Return value
}
\end{verbatim}

Source Code 4.7: Function/variable declaration, variable assignment in C (a) and AGP (b)
int foo (int x) {
    int y;
    if (x == 1) y = 1;
    else y = 2;
    return y;
}

Source Code 4.8: If-else statements in C (a) and AGP (b)
int foo (int i) {
    int j;
    j = i + 1;
    return j;
}

int func (int x) {
    int y;
    y = foo(x);
    return y;
}

Source Code 4.9: function/subgraph call in C (a) and AGP (b)
int fact (int x){
    if(x > 0){
        return x*fact(x-1);
    }else{
        return 1;
    }
}

Source Code 4.10: recursive function/subgraph call in C (a) and AGP (b)
Chapter 5

Results

In this chapter, the results are described and discussed. To explore the results, we are interested to see, given a sample C as an input, what would be the output of a compiler. Therefore, for the rest of this chapter we have provided the C code snippets that have been given to our compiler and have shown the generated AGP code for the given input. First, we will show the actual AGP code for the C examples shown in chapter 4. Then, some micro benchmarks are being tested to explore whether the AGP output generated from our compiler is similar to what was expected. Lastly, we introduce three main benchmarks that are given to AGP compiler as well as chc compiler for further timing analysis purpose.

Listing A.1 is the generated AGP for the example shown in listing 4.7 (function/-variable declaration, variable assignment). This was the same AGP code that was expected, with the name of the nodes being the only difference. Our compiler uses a generate_label function that creates arbitrary names for nodes. This is useful to avoid any multiple assignments in C language as well. Because, AGP is creating a node with exclusive name that can be distinguished in the rest of the code. Also, the order
of the generated code is various from what has been seen in listing 4.7 (b); however, this does not interfere with the execution of AGP since AGP uses an address of each nodes to send and receive the data.

It is important to note that TERMINE statement has not been generated and the reason is that TERMINE is used when we want to link all outputs we wish to see (e.g. the outputs in the main subgraph) and we do not want the program end prematurely. However, since there is no main subgraph in the examples given to our compiler, the generation of TERMINE statement has been ignored.

Listing A.2 is the output AGP code for the if/else example seen in listing 4.8 which is similar to what we expected except for node names and the order of instructions. For example, node_1 (xis1 in listing 4.8) is the result of equal statement. There are two constants for number one in the generated AGP code which could be reduced to only one CONST instruction. However, AGP does not keep track of the nodes that have been already exist in the code.

With the differences mentioned above, listing A.3 is the output AGP code for the function call example seen in listing 4.9.

5.1 C Micro-Benchmarks

Two micro-benchmarks have been studied which are bigger in size compared to previous C snippets. The first micro-benchmark is Foo function shown in listing A.4; It is one of the benchmarks that was given to the compiler which includes almost all the possible statements in C (variable declaration/assignment, conditional statement (if/else) and function call within a variable assignment). Listing A.5 which is the generated AGP code of listing A.4, has partitioned to sections in the order that has appeared in C
example. Hence, the function definition, variable declaration and variable assignment section of AGP have been mapped to that of line 1-10 of listing A.4. Subsequently, if/else statement section is the result of line 11-18.

As illustrated in the listing A.5, there are two pairs of \textit{op\_IF} and \textit{op\_ELSE} and the reason for that is that AGP is using a merge statement to converge the result of one pair of if/else statement; Since there are two variable assignments inside if and else statement, AGP needs two pairs of if/else operations and \textit{op\_MERGE} respectively. Almost at the bottom of if/else statement section of AGP-generated code, the if condition statement of C has been translated and the result of which is put on \textit{node\_8} which has been used as the third input of \textit{op\_IF} and \textit{op\_ELSE} operator. Line 20 in C example shows a variable assignment which holds the result of a function call and the corresponding AGP statement for that is \textit{EXPAND}. Eventually, the return statement (line 21 of C) that is corresponded to \textit{OUTPUT} statement in AGP.

The Factorial function in listing 4.10 is the second micro-benchmark which will show how a recursive function call in C would be translated into AGP. Our compiler initially generates the innermost statements, meaning that the statements in if/else statements, for example, are being produced first. Listing A.6, is the generated output code for factorial. \textit{node\_1} is the result of if condition which is used to control three other nodes. These nodes are as follows: a) \textit{node\_8} which perform the recursive function call, b) \textit{node\_9} which holds the base condition value and c) \textit{node\_12} which holds the new function argument while calling a factorial function recursively. The output of the Factorial is put on \textit{node\_10} (Merge of if condition being true or false). The factorial function is recursively being called using \textit{EXPAND} instruction and \textit{node\_12} is mapped to \textit{x} and the final value of expansion call (\textit{nextiter}) will be put on \textit{node\_10} as the output node of the function.
5.2 C Benchmarks

We have selected a set of C benchmarks to give them to our AGP generator compiler. Then we have given the output of AGP compiler to chc compiler and have performed a time measurement on them. The selection of C benchmarks have been conducted in a way that include a range of C programs from sequential in essence, to those that have the potential to be parallelizable and so on. We have investigated whether our compiler could generate appropriate AGP code for these benchmarks (cascade, double fact (linear), and matrix multiplication 2x2, 4x4 and 8x8) and we compared the generated AGP code from our compiler with the expected code.

Figure 5.1: Benchmarks’ execution profile. These plots do not represent canonical program implementations; rather, they depict full graph expansions throughout program runtime. Input nodes are depicted on the top, and output nodes at the bottom.
5.2.1 Double Factorial (Linear)

One of the benchmarks we have tested is double factorial, which offers very few parallelization opportunities. However, we include this example to our benchmarks to illustrate how a program which has a direct sequential dependency between data will be executed on the chc compiler. Our compiler will take the C code for double fact (shown in listing A.7) and will output equivalent AGP code shown in listing A.8. The benchmark’s execution profile for double factorial (linear) is depicted in figure 5.1a.

5.2.2 Matrix Multiplication

As explained in section 4.1, Matrix Multiplication is a great example for a data parallel loop and it consists of a great number of parallel computations which we have included them in our benchmarks. However, our AGP compiler does not support loops at the moment; As a result, we unrolled the loop and generated multiple lines of variable assignment and used that as the input file of matrix multiplication C code. The input C file given to our compiler for matrix multiplication 2x2 has been shown in listing A.9. Listing A.10, is the generated output code for matrix multiplication 2x2. Two other benchmarks (matrix multiplication 4x4 and 8x8) have also been evaluated and the result of which have been brought in Appendix A.

Benchmark’s execution profile for matrix multiplication depicted in figure 5.1c (matrix multiplication for sizes 4x4 and 8x8 are ommitted, for brevity). The execution profile depicts the lifetime of the complete program, and illustrates runtime data dependencies for matrix multiplication 2x2.
5.2.3 Cascade

The last benchmark we have chosen is cascade. It presents four identical, and independent, computational streams as shown in figure 5.1b. The input C file given to our compiler for matrix multiplication 2x2 has been shown in listing A.13. As a result, Listing A.14, is the generated output code for cascade shown in AGP programming model.

5.3 Time and Analysis

In table 5.1, the compilation time for each of the benchmarks has been shown. Our compiler goes through the steps shown in figure 4.1 to generate AGP. The compilation time have been measured 10 times and then the average time has been calculated for each benchmark. mm_8x8 is taking the most time to be compiled with 12.101 milliseconds. This is due to the fact that mm_8x8 contains abundant statements in C (long variable assignment with long arithmetic operators). Cascade compilation time takes 1.198 (ms) on average and is the third largest in regard to compilation time and that is mainly because in the cascade example, there are multiple function calls which should be assigned to a variable. This takes a considerable amount of time for both the time it takes the compiler to generate multiple expansion calls and then refactoring the inputs and outputs of the expansion accordingly. We can conclude that the longer the C program and the more refactoring needed, the longer it takes to be compiled by our compiler.

There isn’t a specific way or formula of saying that a parallelization strategy or a model of computation is better than the others. Thus, the approach of measuring the effectiveness of parallelization, is to take a suite of benchmarks and parallelize
all of them, and then compare their execution times between different parallelizing compilers. The major benchmarks described previously (linear, cascade, and matrix multiplication) have been given as the input file to the chc compiler. Each of the benchmarks were ran 1000 times across cores, for 1, 2x2, 4x4 and 8x8 multi-core configurations. For every run, we observed that programs terminated and returned correct results which also supports that the second compiler (chc compiler) works properly. It is important to mention that the single-core execution is used to provide a baseline for comparison. Figure 5.2 depicts the execution time of all configurations of each benchmark. Blue represents the single-core execution, green represents the two-by-two (4-core) configuration, and gray shows the four-by-four (16-core) configuration. The single-core execution of every benchmark is a vertical line meaning that the core execution is deterministic. It can be seen that in the linear case, the improvement from a single-core to a multi-core configuration is considerable. However, there is not much difference between 2x2 and 4x4 configuration as double fact (linear) provides little opportunity for parallel execution. By increasing the number of cores in Cascade benchmark, we see some improvements which is considerable. Matrix Multiplication 4x4 and 8x8 similarly benefit from the increase in the number of cores. Only in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>itr_1</th>
<th>itr_2</th>
<th>itr_3</th>
<th>itr_4</th>
<th>itr_5</th>
<th>itr_6</th>
<th>itr_7</th>
<th>itr_8</th>
<th>itr_9</th>
<th>itr_10</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>listing 13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listing 14</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listing 15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foo</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factorial</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cascade</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm_2x2</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm_4x4</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm_8x8</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>11.82</td>
<td>13.49</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>11.18</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>12.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Compile time in (ms) for each benchmark
matrix multiplication 2x2, we see that there is not much difference between 2x2 and 4x4 configurations which might due to the communication overhead between cores.

Figure 5.2: Execution time histograms for each benchmark. Single core execution time is marked by the vertical blue line. Green bars represent runs in the 2x2 configuration; Gray bars represent runs in the 4x4 configuration.

Although the functionality of the chc compiler is outside the scope of our research, the correct answer out of chc compiler proves two things: A) our C to AGP compiler has generated a correct AGP code, and B) the validity of a claim that the generated AGP code will produce a correct answer as we expected and also the ultimate goal of Asynchronous Graph Programming model that is AGP programs can be arbitrarily
parallelized.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

The thesis presented the algorithm to translate an imperative language, C, to an intermediate representation, AGP, which is a programming model. What will be produced from our compiler will then be passed to chc compiler described in chapter 2. The chc compiler is used in a multi-core or distributed systems whose aim is to parallelize the code by taking AGP as an input and turning it into a stack-based structure. However, the focus on this thesis lies on one step earlier, where AGP code should be produced.

Like other existing parallelizing compilers that convert a source code to a destination code (e.g. sequential code to CUDA/OpenCL), our compiler also aim to convert C code to a new parallel programming model described in (AGP) [16]. Since some of these target programming models are not known worldwide and take time to be learnt and utilized, introducing a compiler to translate a well-known and general-purpose language to such a programming language is of great importance.

In this work, we have briefly introduced the AGP as our target programming model, the algorithm to convert C to AGP and then we showed the concordance
between the results generated from compiler and what was expected in AGP. As part of AGP project, I was responsible for half of that which was designing and developing a C-to-AGP compiler. For evaluation purposes, we have used the other half of project in which an AGP to many-core compiler had been developed; What we examined in this thesis was to evaluate how well the generated AGP programs out from our compiler will perform under parallelization using this compiler.

We have explained how we measure parallelization. However, identifying parallelization is outside the scope of our research. Because identifying parallelization is related to node allocation problems (i.e. where to correctly allocate each node in an AGP program) and there is plenty of work to be done on this topic which we did not focus on them in our research.

Our compiler has been shown to support most of the substantial features in C. These features include, but are not limited to, variable/function declaration, variable assignment, mathematical expressions, and conditional statements. AGP does not handle a loop structure (for loop and while loop) and it uses other ways such as recursive subgraph calls and if else statement to cover them. Although not all the loops could be implemented using a recursive function call (e.g. data parallel loops), most of them have the potential to be rewritten in a recursive format and therefore be translatable to AGP. Currently, our compiler does not have support for data parallel loops. In future works, the support for how to unroll the loops and convert the statement to AGP could be added to the compiler.

At the moment, the proposed compiler will create nodes based on the statements written in C, and therefore some nodes might be created multiple times, which might not be efficient. In future, we could add a post-processing step into our compiler to
evaluate how the final code could become more efficient with minimum number of nodes.

Currently, our compiler does not support loops and we have to recognize what type of loop would that be (e.g. data parallel loop or processing loop) and unroll the loop or convert it to a recursive function accordingly. In future, we can add the support for loops and also introduce an algorithm to identify the type of the loops and convert the c input to a simpler version so that compiler could generate AGP output of the simplified version of C code. Introducing such algorithm would take a lot of effort and could be another topic of a master thesis and therefore we will not cover that in our research.
Appendix A

Appendices

A.1 AGP codes, Expected vs Algorithm

Source Code A.1: AGP code for Listing 4.7 (a) Expected (b) Compiler Output
Source Code A.2: AGP code for Listing 4.8 (a) Expected (b) Compiler Output
Source Code A.3: AGP code for Listing 4.9 (a) Expected (b) Compiler Output
if ( y == (t - 1)) {
    m = 2;
    x = 3;
} else {
    m = 9;
    x = 7;
    int l;
}

t = foo(m, x);
return t;

Source Code A.4: C example covering variable assignment, if/else statement, function call

```
SUBGRAPH(foo) ▷ // Function Declaration line [1-5]
DATUM(k);
INPUT(k);
DATUM(f);
INPUT(f);
DATUM(y); ▷ // Variable Declaration line [6-9]
DATUM(m);
DATUM(t);
DATUM(x);
CONST(node_0, 4); ▷ // Variable Assignment line [10-16]
```
11  OPERATOR(node_5, op_PLUS, node_3, node_4);
12  OPERATOR(node_3, op_MINUS, t, node_2);
13  CONST(node_2, 1);
14  DATUM(node_3);
15  CONST(node_4, 2);
16  DATUM(node_5);
17  OPERATOR(node_13, op_IF, node_8, node_9);  ▷ // If/Else Statement line [17-36]
18  OPERATOR(node_14, op_ELSE, node_8, node_11);
19  OPERATOR(m, op_MERGE, node_13, node_14);
20  DATUM(node_13);
21  DATUM(node_14);
22  OPERATOR(node_16, op_IF, node_8, node_10);
23  OPERATOR(node_17, op_ELSE, node_8, node_12);
24  OPERATOR(x, op_MERGE, node_16, node_17);
25  DATUM(node_16);
26  DATUM(node_17);
27  CONST(node_9, 2);
28  CONST(node_10, 3);
29  CONST(node_11, 9);
30  CONST(node_12, 7);
31  DATUM(l);
32  OPERATOR(node_8, op_ISEQUAL, y, node_7);
33  OPERATOR(node_7, op_MINUS, t, node_6);
34  CONST(node_6, 1);
35  DATUM(node_7);
36  DATUM(node_8);
Source Code A.5: Generated AGP code for listing A.4 (Foo Function)

1  SUBGRAPH(fact)
2  DATUM(x);
3  INPUT(x);
4  OPERATOR(node_8, op_IF, node_1, node_4);
5  OPERATOR(node_9, op_ELSE, node_1, node_6);
6  OPERATOR(node_10, op_MERGE, node_8, node_9);
7  OUTPUT(node_10);
8  DATUM(node_8);
9  DATUM(node_9);
10  DATUM(node_10);
11  OPERATOR(node_12, op_IF, node_1, node_3);
12  DATUM(node_12);
13  OPERATOR(node_4, op_TIMES, x, nextiter);
14  EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_12);MAP_OUT(node_10,nextiter););
15  OPERATOR(node_3, op_MINUS, x, node_2);
16  CONST(node_2, 1);
17  DATUM(node_3);
18  DATUM(node_4);
19  CONST(node_6, 1);
20  OPERATOR(node_1, op_ISGREATER, x, node_0);
21  CONST(node_0, 0);
22  DATUM(node_1);
A.2 Benchmarks’ C to AGP translation

```c
int plus1(int x) {
    int result;
    result = x+1;
    return result;
}

int fact(int x) {
    if (x > 0) {
        return x*fact(x-1);
    } else {
        return 1;
    }
}

int test(int x, int y) {
    int z;
    if (x == y) {
        z = fact(x);
    } else{
```
int main()
{
    int x = 7;
    int y = 7;
    int z[2];

    int x2;
    int y2;

    x2 = x + 1;
    y2 = y + 1;

    z[0] = test(x,y);
    z[1] = test(x2,y2);

    return z;
}

Source Code A.7: C example for double factorial
1 SUBGRAPH(plus1)
2 DATUM(x);
3 INPUT(x);
4 DATUM(result);
5 OPERATOR(node_2, op_PLUS, x, node_1);
6 CONST(node_1, 1);
7 DATUM(node_2);
8 OUTPUT(node_2);

9 SUBGRAPH(fact)
10 DATUM(x);
11 INPUT(x);
12 OPERATOR(node_12, op_IF, node_5, node_8);
13 OPERATOR(node_13, op_ELSE, node_5, node_10);
14 OPERATOR(node_14, op_MERGE, node_12, node_13);
15 OUTPUT(node_14);
16 DATUM(node_12);
17 DATUM(node_13);
18 DATUM(node_14);
19 OPERATOR(node_16, op_IF, node_5, node_7);
20 DATUM(node_16);
21 OPERATOR(node_8, op_TIMES, x, nextiter);
22 EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x, node_16); MAP_OUT(node_14, nextiter));
23 OPERATOR(node_7, op_MINUS, x, node_6);
24 CONST(node_6, 1);
25 DATUM(node_7);
DATUM(node_8);

CONST(node_10, 1);

OPERATOR(node_5, op_ISGREATER, x, node_4);

CONST(node_4, 0);

DATUM(node_5);

SUBGRAPH(test)

DATUM(x);

INPUT(x);

DATUM(y);

INPUT(y);

DATUM(z);

OPERATOR(node_21, op_IF, node_17, node_19);

OPERATOR(node_22, op_ELSE, node_17, node_20);

OPERATOR(z, op_MERGE, node_21, node_22);

DATUM(node_21);

DATUM(node_22);

EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,x);MAP_OUT(z,node_19););

DATUM(node_19);

CONST(node_20, 0);

OPERATOR(node_17, op_ISEQUAL, x, y);

DATUM(node_17);

OUTPUT(z);

SUBGRAPH(main)

DATUM();
Source Code A.8: Generated AGP code for listing A.7 (double factorial)

Matrix Multiplication

```c
int foo (int a [2][2], int b [2][2]) {
    int c [2][2];
```
\begin{verbatim}
5  c[0][0] = (a[0][0] * b[0][0]) + (a[0][1] * b[1][0]);
6  c[0][1] = (a[0][0] * b[0][1]) + (a[0][1] * b[1][1]);
7  c[1][0] = (a[1][0] * b[0][0]) + (a[1][1] * b[1][0]);
8  c[1][1] = (a[1][0] * b[0][1]) + (a[1][1] * b[1][1]);

return c;
\end{verbatim}

Source Code A.9: C example for matrix multiplication 2x2

\begin{verbatim}
SUBGRAPH(foo)
DATUM(a_00);
INPUT(a_00);
DATUM(a_01);
INPUT(a_01);
DATUM(a_10);
INPUT(a_10);
DATUM(a_11);
INPUT(a_11);
DATUM(b_00);
INPUT(b_00);
DATUM(b_01);
INPUT(b_01);
DATUM(b_10);
INPUT(b_10);
DATUM(b_11);
\end{verbatim}
17  INPUT(b_11);
18  DATUM(c_00);
19  DATUM(c_01);
20  DATUM(c_10);
21  DATUM(c_11);
22  OPERATOR(c_00, op_PLUS, node_0, node_1);
23  OPERATOR(node_0, op_TIMES, a_00, b_00);
24  DATUM(node_0);
25  OPERATOR(node_1, op_TIMES, a_01, b_10);
26  DATUM(node_1);
27  OPERATOR(c_01, op_PLUS, node_3, node_4);
28  OPERATOR(node_3, op_TIMES, a_00, b_01);
29  DATUM(node_3);
30  OPERATOR(node_4, op_TIMES, a_01, b_11);
31  DATUM(node_4);
32  OPERATOR(c_10, op_PLUS, node_6, node_7);
33  OPERATOR(node_6, op_TIMES, a_10, b_00);
34  DATUM(node_6);
35  OPERATOR(node_7, op_TIMES, a_11, b_10);
36  DATUM(node_7);
37  OPERATOR(c_11, op_PLUS, node_9, node_10);
38  OPERATOR(node_9, op_TIMES, a_10, b_01);
39  DATUM(node_9);
40  OPERATOR(node_10, op_TIMES, a_11, b_11);
41  DATUM(node_10);
42  OUTPUT(c_00);
int foo ( int a [4][4], int b [4][4] ) {

    int c [4][4];

    c [0][0] = ( a [0][0] * b [0][0] ) + ( a [0][1] * b [1][0] ) + ( a [0][2] * b [2][0] ) + ( a [0][3] * b [3][0] );
    c [0][1] = ( a [0][0] * b [0][1] ) + ( a [0][1] * b [1][1] ) + ( a [0][2] * b [2][1] ) + ( a [0][3] * b [3][1] );
    c [0][2] = ( a [0][0] * b [0][2] ) + ( a [0][1] * b [1][2] ) + ( a [0][2] * b [2][2] ) + ( a [0][3] * b [3][2] );
    c [0][3] = ( a [0][0] * b [0][3] ) + ( a [0][1] * b [1][3] ) + ( a [0][2] * b [2][3] ) + ( a [0][3] * b [3][3] );
    c [1][0] = ( a [1][0] * b [0][0] ) + ( a [1][1] * b [1][0] ) + ( a [1][2] * b [2][0] ) + ( a [1][3] * b [3][0] );
    c [1][1] = ( a [1][0] * b [0][1] ) + ( a [1][1] * b [1][1] ) + ( a [1][2] * b [2][1] ) + ( a [1][3] * b [3][1] );
}
c[2][0] = (a[2][0] * b[0][0]) + (a[2][1] * b[1][0]) + (a[2][2] * b[2][0]) + (a[2][3] * b[3][0]);
c[2][1] = (a[2][0] * b[0][1]) + (a[2][1] * b[1][1]) + (a[2][2] * b[2][1]) + (a[2][3] * b[3][1]);
c[2][2] = (a[2][0] * b[0][2]) + (a[2][1] * b[1][2]) + (a[2][2] * b[2][2]) + (a[2][3] * b[3][2]);
c[2][3] = (a[2][0] * b[0][3]) + (a[2][1] * b[1][3]) + (a[2][2] * b[2][3]) + (a[2][3] * b[3][3]);
c[3][0] = (a[3][0] * b[0][0]) + (a[3][1] * b[1][0]) + (a[3][2] * b[2][0]) + (a[3][3] * b[3][0]);
c[3][1] = (a[3][0] * b[0][1]) + (a[3][1] * b[1][1]) + (a[3][2] * b[2][1]) + (a[3][3] * b[3][1]);
c[3][2] = (a[3][0] * b[0][2]) + (a[3][1] * b[1][2]) + (a[3][2] * b[2][2]) + (a[3][3] * b[3][2]);
c[3][3] = (a[3][0] * b[0][3]) + (a[3][1] * b[1][3]) + (a[3][2] * b[2][3]) + (a[3][3] * b[3][3]);
return c;

Source Code A.11: C example for matrix multiplication 4x4

SUBGRAPH(foo)
DATUM(a_00);
INPUT(a_00);
DATUM(a_01);
INPUT(a_01);
DATUM(a_02);
INPUT(a_02);
DATUM(a_03);
INPUT(a_03);
DATUM(a_10);
INPUT(a_10);
DATUM(a_11);
INPUT(a_11);
DATUM(a_12);
INPUT(a_12);
DATUM(a_13);
INPUT(a_13);
DATUM(a_20);
INPUT(a_20);
DATUM(a_21);
INPUT(a_21);
DATUM(a_22);
INPUT(a_22);
DATUM(a_23);
INPUT(a_23);
DATUM(a_30);
INPUT(a_30);
DATUM(a_31);
INPUT(a_31);
DATUM(a_32);
31  INPUT(a_32);
32  DATUM(a_33);
33  INPUT(a_33);
34  DATUM(b_00);
35  INPUT(b_00);
36  DATUM(b_01);
37  INPUT(b_01);
38  DATUM(b_02);
39  INPUT(b_02);
40  DATUM(b_03);
41  INPUT(b_03);
42  DATUM(b_10);
43  INPUT(b_10);
44  DATUM(b_11);
45  INPUT(b_11);
46  DATUM(b_12);
47  INPUT(b_12);
48  DATUM(b_13);
49  INPUT(b_13);
50  DATUM(b_20);
51  INPUT(b_20);
52  DATUM(b_21);
53  INPUT(b_21);
54  DATUM(b_22);
55  INPUT(b_22);
56  DATUM(b_23);
INPUT(b_23);
DATUM(b_30);
INPUT(b_30);
DATUM(b_31);
INPUT(b_31);
DATUM(b_32);
INPUT(b_32);
DATUM(b_33);
INPUT(b_33);
DATUM(c_00);
DATUM(c_01);
DATUM(c_02);
DATUM(c_03);
DATUM(c_10);
DATUM(c_11);
DATUM(c_12);
DATUM(c_13);
DATUM(c_20);
DATUM(c_21);
DATUM(c_22);
DATUM(c_23);
DATUM(c_30);
DATUM(c_31);
DATUM(c_32);
DATUM(c_33);
OPERATOR(c_00, op_PLUS, node_0, node_5);
83 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_0, op\_TIMES, a\_00, b\_00);} \\
84 \texttt{DATUM(node\_0);} \\
85 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_5, op\_PLUS, node\_1, node\_4);} \\
86 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_1, op\_TIMES, a\_01, b\_10);} \\
87 \texttt{DATUM(node\_1);} \\
88 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_4, op\_PLUS, node\_2, node\_3);} \\
89 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_2, op\_TIMES, a\_02, b\_20);} \\
90 \texttt{DATUM(node\_2);} \\
91 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_3, op\_TIMES, a\_03, b\_30);} \\
92 \texttt{DATUM(node\_3);} \\
93 \texttt{DATUM(node\_4);} \\
94 \texttt{DATUM(node\_5);} \\
95 \texttt{OPERATOR(c\_01, op\_PLUS, node\_7, node\_12);} \\
96 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_7, op\_TIMES, a\_00, b\_01);} \\
97 \texttt{DATUM(node\_7);} \\
98 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_12, op\_PLUS, node\_8, node\_11);} \\
99 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_8, op\_TIMES, a\_01, b\_11);} \\
100 \texttt{DATUM(node\_8);} \\
101 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_11, op\_PLUS, node\_9, node\_10);} \\
102 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_9, op\_TIMES, a\_02, b\_21);} \\
103 \texttt{DATUM(node\_9);} \\
104 \texttt{OPERATOR(node\_10, op\_TIMES, a\_03, b\_31);} \\
105 \texttt{DATUM(node\_10);} \\
106 \texttt{DATUM(node\_11);} \\
107 \texttt{DATUM(node\_12);} \\
108 \texttt{OPERATOR(c\_02, op\_PLUS, node\_14, node\_19);}
OPERATOR(node_14, op_TIMES, a_00, b_02);
DATUM(node_14);
OPERATOR(node_19, op_PLUS, node_15, node_18);
OPERATOR(node_15, op_TIMES, a_01, b_12);
DATUM(node_15);
OPERATOR(node_18, op_PLUS, node_16, node_17);
OPERATOR(node_16, op_TIMES, a_02, b_22);
DATUM(node_16);
OPERATOR(node_17, op_TIMES, a_03, b_32);
DATUM(node_17);
DATUM(node_18);
DATUM(node_19);
OPERATOR(c_03, op_PLUS, node_21, node_26);
OPERATOR(node_21, op_TIMES, a_00, b_03);
DATUM(node_21);
OPERATOR(node_26, op_PLUS, node_22, node_25);
OPERATOR(node_22, op_TIMES, a_01, b_13);
DATUM(node_22);
OPERATOR(node_25, op_PLUS, node_23, node_24);
OPERATOR(node_23, op_TIMES, a_02, b_23);
DATUM(node_23);
OPERATOR(node_24, op_TIMES, a_03, b_33);
DATUM(node_24);
DATUM(node_25);
DATUM(node_26);
OPERATOR(c_10, op_PLUS, node_28, node_33);
OPERATOR(node_28, op_TIMES, a_10, b_00);
DATUM(node_28);
OPERATOR(node_33, op_PLUS, node_29, node_32);
OPERATOR(node_29, op_TIMES, a_11, b_10);
DATUM(node_29);
OPERATOR(node_32, op_PLUS, node_30, node_31);
OPERATOR(node_30, op_TIMES, a_12, b_20);
DATUM(node_30);
OPERATOR(node_31, op_TIMES, a_13, b_30);
DATUM(node_31);
DATUM(node_32);
DATUM(node_33);
OPERATOR(c_11, op_PLUS, node_35, node_40);
OPERATOR(node_35, op_TIMES, a_10, b_01);
DATUM(node_35);
OPERATOR(node_40, op_PLUS, node_36, node_39);
OPERATOR(node_36, op_TIMES, a_11, b_11);
DATUM(node_36);
OPERATOR(node_39, op_PLUS, node_37, node_38);
OPERATOR(node_37, op_TIMES, a_12, b_21);
DATUM(node_37);
OPERATOR(node_38, op_TIMES, a_13, b_31);
DATUM(node_38);
DATUM(node_39);
DATUM(node_40);
OPERATOR(c_12, op_PLUS, node_42, node_47);
OPERATOR(node_42, op_TIMES, a_10, b_02);

DATUM(node_42);

OPERATOR(node_47, op_PLUS, node_43, node_46);
OPERATOR(node_43, op_TIMES, a_11, b_12);
DATUM(node_43);

OPERATOR(node_46, op_PLUS, node_44, node_45);
OPERATOR(node_44, op_TIMES, a_12, b_22);
DATUM(node_44);

OPERATOR(node_45, op_TIMES, a_13, b_32);
DATUM(node_45);

DATUM(node_46);

DATUM(node_47);

OPERATOR(c_13, op_PLUS, node_49, node_54);
OPERATOR(node_49, op_TIMES, a_10, b_03);
DATUM(node_49);

OPERATOR(node_54, op_PLUS, node_50, node_53);
OPERATOR(node_50, op_TIMES, a_11, b_13);
DATUM(node_50);

OPERATOR(node_53, op_PLUS, node_51, node_52);
OPERATOR(node_51, op_TIMES, a_12, b_23);
DATUM(node_51);

OPERATOR(node_52, op_TIMES, a_13, b_33);
DATUM(node_52);

DATUM(node_53);

DATUM(node_54);

OPERATOR(c_20, op_PLUS, node_56, node_61);
187  OPERATOR(node_56, op_TIMES, a_20, b_00);
188  DATUM(node_56);
189  OPERATOR(node_61, op_PLUS, node_57, node_60);
190  OPERATOR(node_57, op_TIMES, a_21, b_10);
191  DATUM(node_57);
192  OPERATOR(node_60, op_PLUS, node_58, node_59);
193  OPERATOR(node_58, op_TIMES, a_22, b_20);
194  DATUM(node_58);
195  OPERATOR(node_59, op_TIMES, a_23, b_30);
196  DATUM(node_59);
197  DATUM(node_60);
198  DATUM(node_61);
199  OPERATOR(c_21, op_PLUS, node_63, node_68);
200  OPERATOR(node_63, op_TIMES, a_20, b_01);
201  DATUM(node_63);
202  OPERATOR(node_68, op_PLUS, node_64, node_67);
203  OPERATOR(node_64, op_TIMES, a_21, b_11);
204  DATUM(node_64);
205  OPERATOR(node_67, op_PLUS, node_65, node_66);
206  OPERATOR(node_65, op_TIMES, a_22, b_21);
207  DATUM(node_65);
208  OPERATOR(node_66, op_TIMES, a_23, b_31);
209  DATUM(node_66);
210  DATUM(node_67);
211  DATUM(node_68);
212  OPERATOR(c_22, op_PLUS, node_70, node_75);
OPERATOR(node_70, op_TIMES, a_20, b_02);
DATUM(node_70);
OPERATOR(node_75, op_PLUS, node_71, node_74);
OPERATOR(node_71, op_TIMES, a_21, b_12);
DATUM(node_71);
OPERATOR(node_74, op_PLUS, node_72, node_73);
OPERATOR(node_72, op_TIMES, a_22, b_22);
DATUM(node_72);
OPERATOR(node_73, op_TIMES, a_23, b_32);
DATUM(node_73);
DATUM(node_74);
DATUM(node_75);
OPERATOR(c_23, op_PLUS, node_77, node_82);
OPERATOR(node_77, op_TIMES, a_20, b_03);
DATUM(node_77);
OPERATOR(node_82, op_PLUS, node_78, node_81);
OPERATOR(node_78, op_TIMES, a_21, b_13);
DATUM(node_78);
OPERATOR(node_81, op_PLUS, node_79, node_80);
OPERATOR(node_79, op_TIMES, a_22, b_23);
DATUM(node_79);
OPERATOR(node_80, op_TIMES, a_23, b_33);
DATUM(node_80);
DATUM(node_81);
DATUM(node_82);
OPERATOR(c_30, op_PLUS, node_84, node_89);
OPERATOR(node_84, op_TIMES, a_30, b_00);
DATUM(node_84);
OPERATOR(node_89, op_PLUS, node_85, node_88);
OPERATOR(node_85, op_TIMES, a_31, b_10);
DATUM(node_85);
OPERATOR(node_88, op_PLUS, node_86, node_87);
OPERATOR(node_86, op_TIMES, a_32, b_20);
DATUM(node_86);
OPERATOR(node_87, op_TIMES, a_33, b_30);
DATUM(node_87);
DATUM(node_88);
DATUM(node_89);
OPERATOR(c_31, op_PLUS, node_91, node_96);
OPERATOR(node_91, op_TIMES, a_30, b_01);
DATUM(node_91);
OPERATOR(node_96, op_PLUS, node_92, node_95);
OPERATOR(node_92, op_TIMES, a_31, b_11);
DATUM(node_92);
OPERATOR(node_95, op_PLUS, node_93, node_94);
OPERATOR(node_93, op_TIMES, a_32, b_21);
DATUM(node_93);
OPERATOR(node_94, op_TIMES, a_33, b_31);
DATUM(node_94);
DATUM(node_95);
DATUM(node_96);
OPERATOR(c_32, op_PLUS, node_98, node_103);
OPERATOR(node_98, op_TIMES, a_30, b_02);
DATUM(node_98);
OPERATOR(node_103, op_PLUS, node_99, node_102);
OPERATOR(node_99, op_TIMES, a_31, b_12);
DATUM(node_99);
OPERATOR(node_102, op_PLUS, node_100, node_101);
OPERATOR(node_100, op_TIMES, a_32, b_22);
DATUM(node_100);
OPERATOR(node_101, op_TIMES, a_33, b_32);
DATUM(node_101);
DATUM(node_102);
DATUM(node_103);
OPERATOR(c_33, op_PLUS, node_105, node_110);
OPERATOR(node_105, op_TIMES, a_30, b_03);
DATUM(node_105);
OPERATOR(node_110, op_PLUS, node_106, node_109);
OPERATOR(node_106, op_TIMES, a_31, b_13);
DATUM(node_106);
OPERATOR(node_109, op_PLUS, node_107, node_108);
OPERATOR(node_107, op_TIMES, a_32, b_23);
DATUM(node_107);
OPERATOR(node_108, op_TIMES, a_33, b_33);
DATUM(node_108);
DATUM(node_109);
DATUM(node_110);
OUTPUT(c_00);
int fact (int x){
    if(x > 0){
        return x*fact(x-1);
    }else{
        return 1;
    }
}

Source Code A.12: Generated AGP code for listing A.11 (matrix multiplication 4x4)
```c
int single(int t11){
    int fact_in;
    fact_in = t11+20;
    int t12;
    t12 = fact(fact_in);
    int t13;
    t13 = fact(t11);
    int result;
    result = t12+t13;;
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
    result = fact(fact_in);
}
```
result = fact(fact_in);
result = fact(fact_in);
result = fact(fact_in);
result = fact(fact_in);
result = fact(fact_in);
result = fact(fact_in);

return result;
}

int main(){

int i1;
int i2;
int i3;
int i4;
i1 = 1;
i2 = 1;
i3 = 1;
i4 = 1;

int o[4];
o[0] = single(i1);
o[1] = single(i2);
o[2] = single(i3);
Source Code A.13: C example for cascade

```c
    o[3] = single(i4);

    return o;

}
```

```c
SUBGRAPH(fact)

DATUM(x);

INPUT(x);

OPERATOR(node_8, op_IF, node_1, node_4);

OPERATOR(node_9, op_ELSE, node_1, node_6);

OPERATOR(node_10, op_MERGE, node_8, node_9);

OUTPUT(node_10);

DATUM(node_8);

DATUM(node_9);

DATUM(node_10);

OPERATOR(node_12, op_IF, node_1, node_3);

DATUM(node_12);

OPERATOR(node_4, op_TIMES, x, nextiter);

EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_12);MAP_OUT(node_10,nextiter););

OPERATOR(node_3, op_MINUS, x, node_2);

CONST(node_2, 1);

DATUM(node_3);

DATUM(node_4);

CONST(node_6, 1);
```
20 OPERATOR(node_1, op_ISGREATER, x, node_0);
21 CONST(node_0, 0);
22 DATUM(node_1);

24 SUBGRAPH(single)
25 DATUM(t11);
26 INPUT(t11);
27 DATUM(fact_in);
28 OPERATOR(node_15, op_PLUS, t11, node_14);
29 CONST(node_14, 20);
30 DATUM(node_15);
31 DATUM(t12);
32 EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(t12,node_17););
33 DATUM(node_17);
34 DATUM(t13);
35 EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,t11);MAP_OUT(t13,node_19););
36 DATUM(node_19);
37 DATUM(result);
38 OPERATOR(node_21, op_PLUS, fact, fact);
39 DATUM(node_21);
40 EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_23););
41 DATUM(node_23);
42 EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_25););
43 DATUM(node_25);
44 EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_27););
45 DATUM(node_27);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_29));
DATUM(node_29);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_31));
DATUM(node_31);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_33));
DATUM(node_33);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_35));
DATUM(node_35);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_37));
DATUM(node_37);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_39));
DATUM(node_39);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_41));
DATUM(node_41);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_43));
DATUM(node_43);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_45));
DATUM(node_45);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_47));
DATUM(node_47);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_49));
DATUM(node_49);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_51));
DATUM(node_51);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_53));
DATUM(node_53);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_55));
DATUM(node_55);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_57));
DATUM(node_57);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_59));
DATUM(node_59);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_61));
DATUM(node_61);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_63));
DATUM(node_63);
EXPAND(fact, MAP_IN(x,node_15);MAP_OUT(result,node_65));
DATUM(node_65);
OUTPUT(result);

SUBGRAPH(main)
DATUM();
DATUM(i1);
DATUM(i2);
DATUM(i3);
DATUM(i4);
CONST(node_67, 1);
CONST(node_68, 1);
CONST(node_69, 1);
CONST(node_70, 1);
DATUM(o_0);
DATUM(o_1);
DATUM(o_2);
DATUM(o_3);
EXPAND(node_71, MAP_IN(t11,i1);MAP_OUT(o_0,node_72));
DATUM(node_72);
EXPAND(node_73, MAP_IN(t11,i2);MAP_OUT(o_1,node_74));
DATUM(node_74);
EXPAND(node_75, MAP_IN(t11,i3);MAP_OUT(o_2,node_76));
DATUM(node_76);
EXPAND(node_77, MAP_IN(t11,i4);MAP_OUT(o_3,node_78));
DATUM(node_78);
OUTPUT(o);

Source Code A.14: Generated AGP code for listing A.13 (cascade)
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